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1. Non Technical Summary
The Origins of Doha Project is a University College London Qatar based research project
funded by NPRP grant no. 5‐421‐6‐010 from the Qatar National Research Fund (a member
of Qatar Foundation). This project aims to explore the foundations and historic growth of
Doha, its transformation into a modern city, and the lives and experiences of its people,
through a combination of archaeological investigation, historical research and oral
testimony.
With the support of the Qatar Museums Authority (QMA) the Origins of Doha project carried
out a program of building recording in the centre of Doha, between November and
December 2013. The work built on an earlier extensive buildings survey of the Old Al Ghanim
neighbourhood of the city undertaken in 2012 (Roberts and Campbell 2013). This survey’s
methodology was subsequently used to record the Najada area of the city. In addition, a
more intensive record was made of several discrete buildings.
This first section of the report presents an overview of domestic architecture in the Arab
world, and the ways in which concepts of space, privacy and family are articulated in the
traditional buildings of the region. This is followed by a more detailed description of
traditional Qatari architecture, and the specific building techniques employed. The results of
the Najada survey are discussed, and traditional building styles and methods in the capital
are illustrated by a number of detailed case studies.
The domestic buildings presented in this report represent a unique aspect of Qatar's cultural
heritage, but sadly one that is rapidly disappearing. The work undertaken to record these
buildings before they are lost will help preserve an important part of the social history of
Qatar. The traditional architecture of Qatar evokes memories of the way people lived prior
to the growth of hydrocarbon industry, a way of life that is vanishing. These buildings are
also a record of construction techniques and designs that are no longer commonly used in
Qatar.

2. Acknowledgements
This report was made possible by NPRP grant no. 5‐421‐6‐010 from the Qatar National
Research Fund (a member of Qatar Foundation) .The project is directed by Dr. Robert Carter,
Senior Lecturer at UCL Qatar. All building recording was undertaken with the permission and
support of Qatar Museums Authority (QMA), whose goal is to develop, promote and sustain
museums, art and heritage at the highest global standards for community engagement,
education, and enjoyment in Qatar and beyond. All fieldwork was conducted by the authors
with the assistance of Ruth Hatfield and Colleen Morgan. The statements made within this
report are solely the responsibility of the authors
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3. Domestic Architecture in the Islamic World
Domestic architecture represents the types of buildings with which we are most familiar,
and in which we are the most comfortable. Family homes are a physical expression of the
needs, beliefs, and aspirations of the people who occupy them. They reflect the structure
and changing dynamics of family groups as they grow, separate and coalesce as
consequences of marriages, births and deaths. They are also places where hospitality is
shown; where values and customs are shared with visitors. At a fundamental level, houses
provide shelter and security, facilitating the basic physical needs for life as places to sleep,
wash, eat, prepare food, and to interact with family. They may also incorporate commercial,
industrial or agricultural activities. At a larger scale they exemplify broader demographic,
economic and cultural trends, reflecting changing attitudes to housing, and in the case of
Doha the migration of people in response to an evolving urban landscape.

Figure 3.1: Courtyard Houses in Doha in 1952

Figure 3.2:Courtyard House in Cairo

Features common to domestic architecture include that it is generally functional in nature,
often constructed of locally available or inexpensive materials and not architect‐designed,
based instead on traditional design and construction methods known from previous
generations. When a house‐building project was undertaken in the Gulf region a master
mason (al Banna) was appointed, but no detailed drawings or construction drawings would
be made. Rough sketches might be made by the client or mason in order to outline the
requirements, building layout and basic design concept. All workmen were independent and
owned and provided their own tools and were hired for a specific job on a freelance basis
(Yarwood 1988: 127).
The form taken by domestic architecture in a given time and place is defined by a number of
factors. Key elements in house design are the location, topography and climate in which
people find themselves. Alongside these fixed natural conditions are practical determining
factors such as the availability of building materials and the level of technology accessible to
the builders. These factors in turn are mediated by cultural norms, traditions, economic
resources and ideology (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Summary of the factors defining domestic architecture design (after Ragette2003).

As cultural factors play such an important role in defining domestic style, and as houses are
specifically designed to meet the demands of the family unit, domestic architecture is often
an interesting expression of the social values of its inhabitants. Furthermore, houses are a
physical expression of the way in which these values are reproduced by society.
Another key feature of domestic architecture is its fluid, adaptable nature; enabling
responses to its inhabitants changing needs. The fabric and layout of houses are typically
modified over time in order to incorporate the growth of families, or changes in their
economic or social standing. This process of architectural adaptation is particularly relevant
in the Islamic world where great emphasis is placed on the importance of the extended
family.
In Qatar, as in much of the Arab world, the courtyard house was the predominant form of
traditional domestic architecture in the past. Courtyard houses were advantageous both in
terms of shading and cooling the living area, and preserving individual privacy in crowded
urban conditions. An enclosed courtyard provided security, and the rooms opening off it
allowed for functionally diverse internal and external spaces. A courtyard house also
provided multiple options for expansion as extended families grew, and their needs
changed. Circumferential growth could be achieved by constructing more rooms along the
inner sides of the courtyard, while linear growth consisted of expanding the house outwards.
Vertical expansion was achieved by the construction of further stories onto rooftops.
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Figure 3.4: Plan of a Courtyard House in Tunis

The range of both internal and external spaces made possible by courtyard houses afforded
many opportunities for vertical and horizontal migration in response to the pressures of
climate. In Qatar living spaces, particularly during the summer months, were determined to
a substantial extent by the presence of shade and ventilation, with rooms arranged and
designed in order to maximise shade in particular locations at crucial times of day. Living
arrangements and the functionality of spaces were often modified seasonally; as certain
areas became too hot in summer or cool in winter, more or less shaded areas were sought
out instead.
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Veiled Architecture, Public and Private Space
The concept of privacy, especially as applied to female members of the family, is a defining
element in Islamic societies. This is closely linked to a differentiation between males and
females in response to both the principles of Islamic religion, and in acknowledgement of
cultural norms. Therefore, houses in the Islamic world are to this day physically partitioned
in accordance with activity, function, gender and strict rules around privacy. The importance
of privacy in Islamic building design has led to it being described as an "architecture of the
veil," whose beauty lies in the inner spaces, which is deliberately hidden from view from the
outside.
The hierarchical division of space in the Islamic world can be summarised by four categories
Jaidah and Bourennane 2009: 20):





Public space: The main streets and public squares in a city, shops and souqs,
mosques and meeting halls.
Semi‐public space: Narrow intimate shaded lanes and dead ends, cul‐de‐sacs linking
public spaces with the privacy of the home.
Semi‐private space: Areas in the home in which interaction takes place with staff,
service personnel, visitors etc.
Private space: Areas such as bedrooms, reserved solely for family members.

Figure 3.5: Illustration of public and private spaces in the Radwani House.

This hierarchy of spaces is a defining factor in the shaping of house layout (Figure 3.5). The
private spaces of the house are not visible from public or semi‐public spaces. Semi‐private
spaces are interaction zones between family members and other invited parties such as
staff. Examples of semi‐public spaces include the majlis, where male guests would be
entertained; functioning as a bridge between the private realm of the house and the public
world beyond. Upon entering the house from the street, one moves through this hierarchy
11

of privacy from public to private space; how far into the house one enters being defined by
gender and position within the family.
A high compound wall surrounds many urban Islamic houses, providing privacy and security
to the inhabitants. The main courtyard may be hidden from view from the street by a
screening wall or blind entrance; a type of screened entrance seen in many Qatari houses.
The majlis would traditionally be accessible to guests, without having to enter the private
spaces of the house. Courtyard houses traditionally have few or no external windows, most
windows instead overlook the internal courtyard. The majlis may have external windows,
and in Qatar these traditionally often feature decorative stained glass.

Activity Areas and Division of Space
The courtyard lies at the centre of the traditional Qatari house, and forms the heart of family
life. It is open to sky, providing light and often more importantly ventilation. The courtyard
represents a semi‐private space where women can undertake domestic activities;
traditionally much of the cooking may have been undertaken in the courtyard area. The
courtyard is also a place of social interaction, where family members can meet and talk.
Many Qatari houses have only one central courtyard, but larger dwellings may have several
courtyards.
A series of rooms or external spaces line the edge of the courtyard. Some of these would
have had specific functions, such as the majlis, store rooms, or hamam, however most other
spaces would have been multi‐functional. The use of specific rooms or areas of the house
may depend on the time of year or the climatic conditions. For example the roof would be
used as a sleeping area in the summer, with people moving downstairs into rooms in the
winter.
The majlis represents one of the most important spaces of both traditional and modern
houses, and is the most public part of a building. Conventionally located near the entrance
the majlis was used to entertain visitors and for conducting business in a space which could
be kept private from the rest of the house. Often the only room with windows opening on
to the street the majlis was the intermediate space between the private courtyard and
domestic room, and the public spaces beyond.
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4. Traditional Domestic Architecture in Qatar
Climate, Shade and Cooling
The most basic function of domestic architecture is to provide protection from the elements,
while at another level affording inhabitants with increased degrees of security and comfort.
Alongside the requirement to adhere to strict rules surrounding privacy and the division of
domestic space, as imposed by Islam and associated with local traditions, climate is probably
the most important factor defining the appearance and layout of traditional houses in Doha.
Qatar has a challenging climate, with summer temperatures regularly exceeding 40°C and
winter temperatures falling below 10°C. In addition to the variations in temperature short
but very heavy rainstorms are common during the winter months.
Traditional Qatari urban fabric is based on tightly packed agglomerations of houses
separated by narrow alleyways providing mutual shading, privacy and security. Each
individual house is usually arranged around a central courtyard. A number of features help
to provide protection from the heat of the Gulf summer. Stone walls, measuring up to 0.60m
thick provide thermal insulation by reducing the amount of heat conducted to the interior of
the building. In the winter months this process is reversed to equally beneficial effect, with
heat being retained by the building.
The external façades of buildings tend to have few windows. This helps to maintain privacy
in the internal areas of the house, but equally significantly it helps to keep the building cool.
Internal windows and doors opening onto the central courtyard are often shaded by a wide
veranda, minimising solar gain. In addition, windows typically feature heavy wooden
shutters that can be closed to keep the sun out when required.
Badgheer is a form of traditional construction which channels air through a building in order
to cool the inside of the structure. As well as protecting the building from the harsh heat of
summer, these design features create or take advantage of any cooling breeze. Variations in
temperature or air pressure make use of the Venturi effect in order to create airflow around
the building (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2). This creates a cooler, more pleasant micro‐climate
within the house, or within specific areas of the home.

Figure 4.1: Detail of a traditional ventilated roof screen
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The large open courtyard helps to promote the circulation of air around the building (Figure
4.2). Many older buildings in Qatar have a series of horizontal openings around the base of
their walls that create a cooling breeze in the summer. Similar horizontal air‐gaps within a
ventilated roof screen create air circulation and a cooling breeze (Figure 4.1), which would
be particularly welcomed in the height of summer when the roof of the building was used as
a sleeping area. Carved gypsum panels provided a decorative feature, as well as promoting
airflow within the house.

Figure 4.2:Illustration of badgheer cooling operating by creating airflow in the Radwani House

Construction Materials
As with all traditional architecture, the specific techniques employed in Qatari architecture
are heavily influenced by the availability and price of local and imported building materials.
Another factor defining the nature of Qatar's traditional architecture was the funds available
for building; the inhabitants of Qatar often had limited means at their disposal. Therefore
there was an emphasis on local materials and the re‐use of wood; a relatively scarce and
expensive commodity.
Local materials used in traditional construction:








Desert stones (limestone)
Packed desert earth (rawdha) and gravel
Gypsum mortar
Lime mortar
Date palm wood
Date palm fronds
Carved gypsum decoration

Imported materials used in traditional construction:




Timber for doors, shutters, windows
Danshal beams (mangrove) for roofing timbers
Jute rope
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Traditional architecture was constructed from materials which were close at hand and
generally inexpensive. Where materials were not locally available they had to be imported,
contributing to an extensive network of trade relations stretching the length of the Arabian
Gulf and beyond. Danshal beams, used to support roofs, consisted of mangrove imported
from East Africa. These beams were overlaid with split bamboo from India and woven reed
from the banks of the Euphrates. Doors and windows may have been produced from high
quality hardwood from India, while jute rope bindings traditionally originated in Bangladesh
or West Bengal.
These trading links often had their origin in the pearl fisheries. By the end of the 17th
century the quality of the Gulf's pearl beds meant that it was at the heart of a profitable
pearl trade. Ever increasing demand for pearls meant the industry grew steadily throughout
the 18th and 19th centuries. Not only did the trade in pearls generate wealth and create
trading opportunities, it also attracted foreign merchants from inland Arabia and the Persian
coast to the Arabian shore. Seeking to profit from the pearl industry these migrants brought
with them architectural traditions from Persia and the Najd to the new towns on the Arabian
shore.

Construction Methods
Traditional architecture draws on relatively simple construction techniques that can often be
undertaken by individuals with no formal training. The layout of the house may develop
slowly over time in response to the needs of its inhabitants, as opposed to being envisaged
complete at the beginning of construction. Decoration or architectural motifs are typically
based on established designs that utilise traditional craft skills. These motifs are embedded
in local customs, knowledge and shared experiences, in contrast to modern architect‐
designed buildings.
Walls
The solid nature of the underlying limestone bedrock meant that the walls of traditional
houses were often constructed with minimal foundations. In Doha, the basic building
material used to construct the walls of traditional buildings was a hard, locally sourced
Dolomitic limestone. This material is found in abundance across the country as naturally
eroded sub‐angular blocks, and was also quarried in order to keep pace with the increased
demand for building materials as the city expanded. Poorly cemented beach rock known as
faroush was commonly used in northern Qatar, but seldom seen in the older buildings of
Doha, presumably as it is less common in the Doha area. As well as limestone, unbaked
mudbricks made from a mixture of mud and straw and known as libben were sometimes
used in traditional Qatari architecture (Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3:An eroded mudbrick (libben) wall at the site of Umm al Qubur in northern Qatar

The walls of traditional houses were generally between 0.40m and 0.60m thick. Stones were
unfinished, or roughly finished on one face only. Larger stones were arranged in two rows
with the roughly finished side on the outside to create the two faces of the wall. No mortar
was used, and the core was filled with packed mud, gravel and smaller stones to create a
solid load‐bearing wall (Figure 4.5). The absence of mortar left the walls susceptible to
erosion by water and wind action, and this remains a problem today when conserving older
buildings. To protect the faces of the walls they were coated in a layer of gypsum based
render (Figure 4.4). Heavy winter rain‐storms could damage the building, so wooden water
spouts often diverted the run‐off into the street (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.4: A traditional wall built of stone and mud and covered with render.

Figure 4.5:A section through a traditional wall illustrating construction and drainage techniques.

Colonnade
The traditional colonnaded veranda (liwan) created a shaded area around the courtyard and
acted as an important decorative element within the house. The vertical pillars of the
colonnade would originally have been constructed of limestone blocks and packed earth in a
similar fashion to the load bearing walls of the house. Arches, although a common motif in
Islamic architecture, were seldom used as structural elements in traditional Qatari domestic
buildings. Instead a simpler trabeated construction was favoured, which utilised rectangular
cross‐breams and lintels to create colonnades (Figure 4.6). With the introduction of more
versatile materials such as cement in the latter decades of the 20th century, the popularity
of arches increased, particularly in high status houses.
Traditional colonnades were built by binding danshal poles with rope, and securing them
across the top of the pillars to create a horizontal beam (Figure 4.7). The rope binding
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prevented the mangrove from splitting, and also created a surface onto which a decorative
render could be applied. A similar construction method was employed to create the lintels of
doors and windows. The upper corners of the colonnade were sometimes highly decorated,
featuring geometric designs reminiscent of classical column capitals (Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6:Reconstructed colonnade at the Radwani House (left).
Figure 4.7: Original colonnade construction at the Radwani House (right)

Gypsum and limestone based plaster
There are several types of plaster, known as Juss, which were traditionally made from
crushed up beach rock and shell, baked lime, or gypsum. Used as a decorative wall render
masons usually applied three layers of plaster. The first consisted of mud and was used to
even out the wall; the second contained gypsum, and created a smooth finish; the third
created a fine decorative finish and contained more lime or gypsum. This final coat of plaster
was often incised with decoration, with finer decorative motifs requiring additional layers of
plaster.
As well as a material for rendering the walls of traditional houses, plaster was also used to
form floors, drains and other features. Thin section petrographic and chemical analysis of
the plaster used in the Radwani House has identified two main types of material. The first
consists of a hydraulic lime binder with limestone aggregate, the second a gypsum and lime
binder without aggregate. These different materials may be broadly correlated with the
construction of specific architectural features at the Radwani House. Hydraulic lime binder
with aggregate was used as a wall render, for the construction of floors, and in the
construction of two baths. The waterproof nature of the hydraulic lime binder would have
made it ideal for the construction of baths and drains. Although it would have had a rough
finish this material was also sometimes used as a wall render, presumably in areas of the
house where a high quality finish was not required. The gypsum‐rich material was used
mainly as a plaster for internal walls; the fine nature of this material providing a smooth
decorative finish on interior walls.
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Figure 4.8: Render on a traditional limestone Wall

Ceilings
Ceilings afforded protection from the elements, and also formed an important decorative
component to the internal spaces of the building. Traditional Qatari roofs were flat, as
opposed to pitched roofs normally associated with later building methods. Danshal beams
were laid directly on top of the walls and acted as rafters, supporting the roof and upper
storey. The beams were overlaid with a layer of split bamboo, woven reed, and then a palm
mat known as a manghrour. Finally, the roof was made watertight with the addition of
several layers of well tamped down earth (Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10).
The danshal beams were made of mangrove, typically imported from East Africa, and were a
valuable commodity. The length of the danshal beams dictated the dimensions of the rooms
of the house; usually a maximum of around 3 metres. The beams commonly protruded
beyond the exterior walls on either side, establishing a design motif which persisted even
with the adoption of modern materials such as concrete and steel. These valuable wooden
imports were seldom cut to length, as they would usually be recycled when part of a
building was demolished.

Figure 4.9: Cross‐section through a traditional roof (after Al‐Kholaifi 2006)
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Figure 4.10: Construction stages of a traditional roof (after Al‐Kholaifi 2006)

Figure 4.11: Decorative traditional roof with moulded plaster around the top of the walls in the
Radwani House.
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Decoration
Qatari architecture shares much with that of other Gulf States and Iran, although it is often
more robust and of a smaller scale. The strong influence of Wahabism contributed to a
general trend away from figurative, and towards geometric forms of artistic expression. This
is exemplified in the traditional architecture, which often contains elaborate and finely
crafted plasterwork.
Traditionally the exterior of Qatari houses featured rectangular recesses or recessed arches.
These break up the severity of the façade, and often mirror the more complex and elaborate
designs featured inside. Smaller rectangular niches added architectural elaboration to the
interior, as well as creating ledges for oil lamps and other items. Many traditional buildings
incorporate a saw tooth decoration into crenulations on top of the building. Similar saw
tooth designs are traditionally impressed into wall plaster around door‐frames or the top of
internal walls (Figure 4.11).
The interiors of wealthier residences were often decorated with highly elaborate gypsum
plaster panels. These were traditionally carved directly into wet plaster, and more recently
cast in moulds. Such panels incorporated complex geometric designs, often radiating out
from the centre point of the panel (Figure 4.12 ‐ Figure 4.14). Wooden doors were
sometimes elaborately decorated in a similar style (Figure 4.15). Windows sometimes
featured coloured glass, often featuring embossed geometric decorations.

Figure 4.12: Gypsum screen above a doorway
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Figure 4.13: Stained glass and carved gypsum panels in the Radwani House majlis

Figure 4.14: Details of decorative gypsum screens in the Radwani House majlis.

Floors in traditional buildings were originally of hard‐packed earth or gypsum cement. As
people traditionally sat on the floor, mats and rugs would have been prominent features,
providing comfort and decoration. The types of rugs reflected the status of their owners and
were often a feature of the majlis, where they were most visible to guests and visitors.
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Figure 4.15: Ornate wooden doorway
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5. Some Recollections of Dwelling in Old Doha
Nasser Mohammad Al Othman describes his recollections of living in Doha in the mid 20th
century (Othman 1984):
"In 1949 Doha was really no more than a large village with a population of
about 12,000. The village was long and narrow, hugging the banks of a
tidal inlet which led into the bay. The people preferred to live near the
shoreline, both because the sea breezes brought relief from the hot and
humid desert climate and because most of the village community
depended on the sea for their livelihood as fishermen or pearl divers.
Doha was a maze of narrow winding alleyways leading to countless little
nooks and crannies created by new additions to clusters of buildings
housing extended family groupings...Most of the population lived in simple
buildings made of stones and mud which mushroomed in tight little
clusters, both because of the tight family structure of the society, and
because building a new room onto existing buildings saved the cost of one
wall. The white gypsum which effectively coated the whole village was
produced from limestone found in abundance on the outskirts of Doha.
Piles of limestone were subjected to intense heat under a pyramid wood
fire and then beaten into the white powdery form necessary for building.
The houses were simple one‐storey buildings with sparsely furnished multi‐
purpose rooms."
Mariam, an elderly Qatari lady, describes Doha in the first half of the 20th century (Abu
Saud 1984):
"People in the neighbourhood lived like one large family. Women united to
help a friend if she was in need of money, food or clothes...when the men
were away diving, some women helped each other build houses. If one
woman, say, had to build a small room adjacent to the house and found no
man to do the job, she would invite her neighbours to breakfast – an
indication of her desire for their assistance – and after breakfast she would
talk to them about what she intended to do, and they all helped her."
Aziza Plant, wife of British Advisor, was a resident in Doha 1950‐53 and describes the town
(Abu Saud 1984):
"Doha was a big village in which everyone knew one another. There was
no telephone, and very few people even had radios. There was hardly
enough water for washing or cooking, and the little there was came from
wells in the desert, which we used to boil and filter. There was no
electricity, and of course no air‐conditioning. Women didn't go to work,
and there was no formal education except for the Koranic schools."
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The archaeologist Geoffrey Bibby visited Doha in 1956 and commented on the
transformation the city was experiencing as oil wealth flooded into the city:
"Doha had changed since I was last there six years before. Then we had had
to leave our vehicle outside the town, as the streets were too narrow for
anything but donkey‐carts. Now broad paved roads met at the new mosque
by the half‐completed new palace in the centre of the town; the ring‐road
was half‐finished, and was already marked out for its dual carriageway. "

Figure 5.1: Aerial view of the Doha in 1959
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6. Historic Building Survey in Northern Najada District
Location of Survey Area
The area covered by this phase of the building survey consisted of the northern area of the
Najada district of Doha. The survey area is bounded by Barahat Al Jufain Street to the north,
Al Asmakh Street to the west and Al Aasim street to the east. The survey was undertaken as
far south as the Qatar Royal Hotel (Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.1: Plan of the north Najada survey area

Methodology
The primary aims of the survey were to document and record the buildings within this area
of the Najada district. Buildings were recorded in terms of architectural style, function and
construction materials. The project worked closely with the QMA to ensure the data
collected could also be included in the ongoing "Mapping Old Doha Project".
The methodology followed was the same as that used during the previous season's building
survey of the neighbouring Old Ghanim district (see Roberts and Campbell 2013). Google
earth images along with aerial photos of the survey area were used to indentify discrete
plots or compounds. Each plot in the survey area was assigned a unique code, comprising a
two‐letter prefix denoting the district (NA) and consecutive numbers within the district. The
coded plots were sketched on to a Google earth image of the area, and printed for use in the
field. An external examination of each plot was undertaken, and written, sketched and
photographic records made.
The written record comprised a pre‐printed building recording sheet for each plot, including
prompts for the recording of architectural attributes, building materials, GPS co‐ordinates
and structural modifications. These sheets are aimed at generating a standardised data set.
A detailed photographic record of the external appearance of each plot was also made.
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Since access to the majority of the buildings included in the survey was limited or not
possible, the recording methodology is aimed primarily at gathering information on the
visible, exterior walls and street frontages.
This methodology broadly corresponds with the Level 1 record set out in the English
Heritage guidelines to building recording defined as:
"...essentially a basic visual record, supplemented by the minimum of
information needed to identify the building’s location, age and type.
Typically it will be undertaken when the objective is to gather basic
information about a large number of buildings – for statistical sampling,
for area assessments or historic landscape characterisation, for a pilot
project, to identify buildings for planning purposes, or whenever resources
are limited and much ground has to be covered in a short time. It may also
serve to identify buildings requiring more detailed attention at a later
date" (English Heritage 2006).
Our building recording divides building styles into three broad categories; 'traditional',
‘transitional' and 'modern'. These categories are not absolute, and there is some overlap
between them, however they do approximately correlate with chronological definitions.
Traditional building materials are discussed in some detail in Section 4 of this report, and
often consist of limestone and mud packed walls and flat roofs built of mangrove danshal
poles, reed mats and mud. Transitional building materials seem to appear in the late 1950s
and typically consist of shell‐rich concrete blocks and the introduction of square cut roof
timbers. The concrete blocks are probably being produced locally and are made with a type
of shell sand very rich in small gastropods. Not only is this material readily available along
the coast of Qatar but it is also possible that the air pockets created by the shell content
gives the blocks good insulating properties. Finally modern construction is typically
associated with the introduction of reinforced poured concrete frames and concrete block
construction. This probably occurs from the 1970s onward and is associated with the
introduction of multiple storey buildings. It is important to note that modern construction
materials did not lead to an immediate change in architectural style, and for some time
traditional architectural styles were merely reproduced in the new materials.
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Figure 6.2: Overlooking the tightly packed buildings in the north Najada district (IMG_2522)
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Figure 6.3: Map of north Najada showing the plots surveyed

INSERT MORE DETAILED PLOT INFO FROM GIS WHEN AVAILABLE
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Results
As well collecting detailed information on the construction materials and techniques used in
this area of the city, the survey also highlighted a number of interesting types or groups of
buildings. A brief summary of the findings of the survey are presented below.
Sikkat al Ihsan
Sikkat al Ihsan is a narrow street running southwest‐northeast, linking Al Maynoun Street to
Barahat Al Jufain street. Many of the houses that line Sikkat al Ihsan are built in a traditional
style and probably date to the first half of the 20th century. Sikkat al Ihsan is an important
landmark as it is one of the very few surviving examples of Doha's original street plan.
Narrow alleyways such as this would have been common in the city until the middle of the
20th century. However, the widening of streets, large‐scale new construction and the gradual
destruction of the types of older buildings that line this thoroughfare, mean almost all of the
older streets have disappeared. With the loss of the original street plan the character of the
city is also changing; Sikkat al Ihsan offers a glimpse of an older city that flourished before
cars and skyscrapers dominated its cityscape (Figure 6.4 ‐ Figure 6.15).
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Figure 6.4: Photo of NA19 at the northern end of Sikkat al Ihsan (IMG_2773).

Figure 6.5: East facing elevation of NA19.
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Figure 6.6: Ruth and Kirk recording Sikkat al Ihsan(IMG_2613).

Figure 6.7: Ruth recording Sikkat al Ihsan(IMG_2638).
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Figure 6.8: Ruth and Kirk recording the northern end of Sikkat al Ihsan (left)(IMG_2772).
Figure 6.9: Architectural detail of plot NA26 at the southern end of Sikkat al Ihsan (right)(IMG_2653).
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Figure 6.10: East facing Elevation of Sikkat al Ihsan (southern end).

Figure 6.11: East facing Elevation of Sikkat al Ihsan (northern end).

Figure 6.12: West facing Elevation of Sikkat al Ihsan (southern end).

Figure 6.13: West facing Elevation of Sikkat al Ihsan (northern end).
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Figure 6.14: Photo of the south facing external elevation of NA16 (IMG_1613).

Figure 6.15: South facing external elevation of NA16.

Doha's last old Souq
At the northern end of Sikkat al Ihsan, plot NA06 consists of a row of shops fronting onto
Barahat Al Jufain Street. Although shambolic in appearance this row of shops selling fabric,
cushions, and traditional majlis furniture represents the only surviving area of original souq
that survives in the city (Figure 6.16). The shops are built of traditional limestone
construction, although many have numerous alterations. This small stretch of shops is
similar in appearance to Souq Waqif prior to its recent remodelling. Along with Sikkat al
Ihsan, this street offers a last glimpse of Doha in the early 20th century, a city that has
almost entirely disappeared today.
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Figure 6.16: Street frontage of plot NA06, some of the only surviving old Souq in Doha (IMG_1554).

Traditional Architecture in Najada
Several large traditional houses, probably dating from the first half of the 20th century,
survive in the northern area of Najada. Through the hospitality of the current occupants it
was possible to visit the Ismail Mandani House, discussed in detail in Section 7 of this report.
Two other large traditional courtyard houses; NA12 and NA13 have been restored relatively
recently, probably by the Private Engineering Office.
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Figure 6.17: The entrance to plot NA13, a restored traditional courtyard house (IMG_1572).

Transitional Houses and new Construction Materials
A number of small courtyard houses such as NA02, as well several more closely packed
groups of houses such as NA01 and NA29, were built of shell rich concrete blocks. These
houses probably date to the late 1950s, built in response to the increasing population of the
city at this time. These plots are characterised by compact small house units with small
yards, in contrast to the large courtyards typical of traditional houses. The decoration
associated with traditional houses is absent, and the courtyards are small and often
irregularly shaped. Although only one or two storeys high, each property has private access
to the street, and in many ways these buildings appear more like apartments than
traditional Qatari houses (Figure 6.18 ‐ Figure 6.20). The four houses represented by plot
NA01 are discussed in more detail in Section 7 of this report.
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Figure 6.18: Plot NA02, a small compound built of 'transitional' shell blocks (IMG_1526).

Figure 6.19: Entrance to plot NA02 (IMG_1520).
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Figure 6.20: Shuttered windows of plot NA02 (IMG_1521).
The demolition of older Buildings

Few older buildings survived in the eastern extent of the survey area, presumably having
been demolished as part of the development of Banks Street. Directly to the south and east
of the survey area a large car park remains undeveloped, as it is directly above a graveyard.
Along the northern and western edges of the car park a number of older buildings have been
demolished, and the parking area expanded (Figure 6.21).
Within the survey area several large areas of wasteland represent the sites of traditional
houses that have been demolished in recent years (Figure 6.22). These empty lots often
preserve the internal elevations of the houses, where a wall shared with a neighbouring
building is left standing (Figure 6.23). Some of these elevations were recorded in order to
preserve by record at least part of the demolished houses (Figure 6.24). As these houses
disappear so the layout of the old city is becoming eroded. With the loss of the narrow
alleyways which once formed the pedestrian core of the old city, so too is lost the privacy
and shade they once conferred. Open space and car parks now characterise a district which
was once a shaded, enclosed, and densely populated community.
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Figure 6.21: Demolished area waste ground to the south of NA12. The demolished walls of the house
have been roughly rendered over to preserve the walls shared with other buildings (IMG_1636).

Figure 6.22: Demolished area waste ground to the north of NA01 (IMG_1487).
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Figure 6.23: Demolished area of waste ground to the east of NA03, note the internal elevation of the
traditional house survives (IMG_1532).

Figure 6.24: Area of waste ground to the east of NA03. Internal elevation of a traditional house
exposed by demolition.

Modern Structures
The introduction of concrete as the primary building material in the city in the 1970s led to
the increasing popularity of new style of construction. Characterised as 'Doha Deco', this
type of building is illustrated in Figure 6.25. Many of these buildings are also nearing the end
of their lives, in part a result of poor quality salt rich aggregates used in the early concrete
that have caused metal reinforcing to corrode and buildings to become unstable. In spite of
the introduction of modern materials, traditional styles still persisted in some buildings such
as NA05 (Figure 6.26).
Some modern buildings in the survey area utilise a poured concrete frame in‐filled with
concrete blocks, a method of construction that remains ubiquitous in the city. This allows
the construction of much taller, multi‐storey buildings (Figure 6.27). Despite being built of
poured concrete modern shopping mall NA07 features many architectural and design motifs
taken from traditional Qatari architecture (Figure 6.28). This trend for the persistence of
traditional design motifs can be seen in many current large scale construction projects in
Doha.
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Figure 6.25: A late 20th century 'Doha Deco' style building (IMG_2663).

Figure 6.26: A more recent building, NA05, built in a traditional style (IMG_1541).
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Figure 6.27: Modern concrete three storey building NA03 (IMG_1528).

Figure 6.28: Modern concrete shopping arcade NA07 uses a range of traditional architectural styles
and decorative motifs (IMG_1553).
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7. Historic Building Survey of Specific Houses
Methodology
A more detailed building survey was conducted on several buildings. These were identified
as being either of particular historic significance (e.g. Radwani House), or buildings which
exemplify a particular district, period, or architectural form. The level of recording and
investigation undertaken was adapted according to the available time and resources, and
was conducted in accordance with the 2006 English Heritage guidelines to Understanding
Historic Buildings. On the basis of these guidelines, a level 3 record was deemed the most
appropriate strategy, which is defined as:
"...an analytical record, and will comprise an introductory description
followed by a systematic account of the building’s origins, development
and use. It will also include all drawn and photographic records that may
be required to illustrate the building’s appearance and structure and to
support an historical analysis" (English Heritage 2006).
The detailed building survey consists of drawn and photographic records, supplemented by a
detailed written account.
Drawings
Sets of measured plans were produced for each building, showing the form and location of
structural features, including those of historic significance such as blocked doors, windows
and fireplaces, masonry joints, ceiling beams and changes in floor and ceiling levels, as well
as any evidence for fixtures of significance.
Photography
The photographic record supplemented the drawn and written records, and comprised:
• A general view or views of the building, including external appearance. Typically a series
of oblique views showing all external elevations of the buildings, and giving an overall
impression of their size and shape.
• Further views where appropriate, to indicate the original design intentions of the builder.
• The appearance of the principal rooms and circulation areas, including external and
internal details which are relevant to the building’s design or development.
• Detail photographs showing dates, inscriptions, signage or graffiti which contribute to an
understanding of the building’s use. Also any contents or ephemera related to the
building’s recent history, changes in occupancy or function.
• Copies of all available historic maps, photographs (including aerial views) and drawings
which illustrate the building’s character and development.
Written account
Detailed written accounts encompass the following:
• The precise location of each building, as a Qatar National Grid reference, and where
possible address.
• A summary of each building’s architectural type, materials, form and sequence of
development. Where possible this includes details of builders, owners and occupants, and
an outline of its history and development.
• A discussion of the published resources relating to each building, including oral accounts,
historic maps and photographs, and a critical evaluation of any other sources.
• Any archaeological evidence for the former existence of demolished structures or phases.
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Radwani House (ODQ22)
The Radwani House is located in the Heritage quarter of the Msheireb redevelopment. The
building is centred on Qatar National Grid co‐ordinates 231600E 382715N. In 2013/2014 the
Origins of Doha Project conducted archaeological excavations within the house, as well as
recording aspects of the standing architecture of the building. The house would originally
have stood in a neighbourhood of tightly packed houses that developed as the Al Jasra
neighbourhood of Doha expanded in the early 20th century (Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1: The Radwani House highlighted on the 1959 Hunting Survey Map of Doha.

Large in comparison with other contemporary houses in Doha the Radwani House
represents a typical high status traditional Qatari family dwelling. Throughout its life the
building has undergone extensive alterations, and was largely rebuilt during restoration
work in 2007 led by the Private Engineering Office. A detailed survey of the reconstructed
building was undertaken in 2010. Archaeological excavations undertaken within the house
by the Origins of Doha Project revealed several earlier phases of architecture. The building
now houses a museum in the Heritage Quarter of the Msheireb redevelopment.
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Figure 7.2: The Radwani House prior to reconstruction.

Figure 7.3: The external facade of the Radwani House today.
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Figure 7.4: The courtyard and colonnade inside the Radwani House today.

Archaeological excavation undertaken within the Radwani House found the earliest evidence
of occupation on the site pre‐dates any significant architectural remains. Prior to the 20th
century there may have been temporary Bedouin occupation in the area. The finds
associated with the earliest buildings of the Radwani House suggest it was first constructed
sometime between the mid 1920s and the mid 1930s. As the area became more densely
populated the building was enclosed with a compound wall, and then enlarged to
incorporate the neighbouring compound. The enlarged house was then extensively rebuilt
to make a single courtyard building, with a similar layout and appearance to the current
Radwani House. Like most of the older buildings in the centre of the city, the house
underwent a number of ad‐hoc alterations in the later 20th century.

Figure 7.5: Excavations in the Radwani House
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The Radwani House was extensively reconstructed by the Private Engineering Office in 2007.
Most of the contemporary buildings that originally surrounded the Radwani House were
demolished between 2006 ‐ 2009 in advance of the redevelopment of this district of the city.
However, some of the original architectural elements are still visible. By surveying the
current building and examining pre‐reconstruction photos it is possible to build a detailed
picture of the original structure.

Figure 7.6: Ground floor (left) and first floor (right) plan of the Radwani House today.

Figure 7.7: Aerial image of the Radwani House 1952, note that there are a number of structures on
the roof.

The Radwani House is sub‐rectangular in plan, measuring c.25m across, and is arranged
around a central courtyard measuring c.11m across. A modern planter is located in the
centre of the courtyard, however excavation here did not reveal evidence of a well or tree
here in the earlier house phases. The Radwani House is built in a traditional manner, using
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unfaced limestone blocks and packed soil. Many of the walls of the building had been rebuilt
up to three times prior to the latest renovation of the building. The original walls of the
house were built directly on the limestone bedrock, later rebuilds often used the lowest
courses of earlier walls as foundations for the new walls. The modern reconstructed walls
are built of roughly faced limestone and the colonnade now largely consists of poured
concrete on a reinforced concrete ground beam. The external walls are covered in a thick
brown render, the internal walls have a finer white render; both are modern.

Figure 7.8: Earlier walls reused as foundations for the current Radwani House.

The external façade of the house is largely undecorated, with recessed panels running along
the first floor roof screen (Figure 7.2 and 7.3). The only external windows are located in two
rooms in the northeast corner of the building and in the first floor room; these presumably
all represent communal (majlis) areas of the building. The windows feature modern
decorative stained glass, and it is possible that in the original building the shuttered
windows did not have any glass in them at all. Access to the building would have originally
been from a narrow street, through a decorative wooded door. A covered entrance hall
opens onto a smaller majlis to the west and a larger majlis to the east. A screening wall
blocks the main courtyard from view. Originally a staircase led directly from the entrance
hall to the first floor, allowing visitors to access a second upstairs majlis without entering the
main courtyard. However, this was altered during the reconstruction of the building.
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Figure 7.9: External front elevation of the Radwani House.

In addition to the two ground floor majlis, eleven rooms are ranged around a central
courtyard. A small twelfth room is only accessible through the north‐western room, and may
have been used for storage. The central courtyard is surrounded by a decorative, raised
colonnaded veranda, providing shade and cover. Although entirely rebuilt, the decorative
motifs seen today are very similar to the original designs. However the veranda may not
have originally extended around the entire courtyard, as prior to reconstruction several of
the rooms extended up to the edge of the courtyard. Today the upper floor has a single
room built on it at the north‐eastern side, but photos show at least three other small
structures on the roof prior to reconstruction.

Figure 7.10: Internal elevation of the Radwani House.
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Figure 7.11: Courtyard of the Radwani House prior to reconstruction.

Figure 7.12: Decoration on the colonnade prior to reconstruction.

The internal spaces of the Radwani house were all about 3m wide; a width dictated by the
length of the mangrove beans used in the roofing of traditional houses. The rooms varied in
length between c.4m and c.9m in length. The original uses of the rooms was not obvious,
but archaeological excavations in one of the north‐western rooms revealed an unusual
moulded double bath, showing this area was used as a hamam in an earlier phase of the
house (Figure 7.13).
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Figure 7.13: Baths uncovered during archaeological excavations in the Radwani House.

The north‐eastern majlis was the most decorative of the rooms. The decorative gypsum
panels that currently adorn the room are modern additions, but may have replaced similar
older examples. The other rooms in the Radwani house are decorated with niches, moulded
plaster around the tops of the walls and ornate ceilings. The niches vary in shape, some
rooms have plain rectangular niches, others have rounded or more decorative tops. The
niches give symmetry to the space by mirroring the locations of windows and doorways,
they break up the walls and would have served practical functions such as holding lamps or
being used as storage areas. Geometric moulded plaster patterns adorn the tops of the walls
and have the appearance of inverted crenulations.

Figure 7.14: Internal elevation of one of the rooms in the Radwani House showing decoration.

The ceilings of the Radwani House, although modern reconstructions, closely reproduce the
original ceilings of the building. Danshal beams, made of mangrove, are laid directly on top
of the walls and acted as rafters, supporting the roof and upper storey. These beams were
overlaid with split bamboo, and then a woven palm mat known as a manghrour. Finally the
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roof was made watertight with the addition of several layers of well tamped down earth.
The ceilings of the Radwani House are turned into a key decorative element of the room by
the addition of painted bamboo to create coloured geometrical designs.
The roof of the Radwani House would have probably been used as a sleeping area in the hot
summer months. The only building on the roof today is a majlis on the northern side of the
roof. Aerial photos of the house in the 1950s however, suggest there were originally other
building on the roof of the house. A screen around the edge of the roof ensures this space
remains private, and was originally probably designed to allow air to circulate and cool the
house. The outside of the screen is broken up with recessed niches.

Figure 7.15: Majlis on the first floor of the Radwani House, after reconstruction.

In their study of Qatar's traditional architecture, Jaidah and Bourennane (2010) illustrate
several houses that are similar to the Radwani House in both in appearance and
architectural detail. These include the single storey Abdullah Abdul Rahman Obaidan House
(built in 1952) that has a similar covered entrance and colonnaded veranda on three sides of
a central courtyard. The al Maarfiyya House (built between 1947 and 1956) has a similar
central courtyard that contains a small colonnaded arcade with square pillars. The building is
decorated with recessed decoration and the upper storey has a ventilated roof screen and
contains several rooms, including a relatively large majlis. The daughters of Ali Ahmadi
House (built in 1940), and Nasser bin Ahmed Obaidan House (probably built in 1940), are
both similar courtyard houses with comparable features and decoration to the Radwani
House. Jaidah and Bourennane suggest there was a construction boom in Doha that lasted
from the mid 1940s until the mid 1950s; possibly associated with a the extensive exploration
and early exploitation of Qatar's natural oil and gas reserves in this period.
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Gypsum House (ODQ23)
The Gypsum House is located on Msheireb West development and bounded by Al Firdowls
Street to the north, the building is centred on Qatar National Grid co‐ordinates 230880E
392480N. The Gypsum House is a large traditional colonnaded courtyard house, featuring
both traditional domestic architectural elements, and evidence of later modifications related
to the industrial processing and sale of gypsum plaster. The Gypsum House was constructed
between 1952 and 1956, in the northeast corner of a large agricultural area commonly
referred to as the ‘British Farm’ (Figure 7.16 and Figure 7.17). The surrounding
neighbourhood was extensively developed in this period, as Doha rapidly expanded to the
west. As the neighbourhood grew, the original layout of the house was quickly altered and
the north‐eastern exterior wall truncated, apparently to allow the widening of the Al
Firdowls Street (Figure 7.18). The early aerial images and Hunting Survey map (Figure 7.17)
indicate that there were associated structures to the south of the main compound, but that
these were demolished sometime after 1959.

Figure 7.16: Aerial image of Gypsum House location in 1952, prior to the area being developed. The
extent of the current structure is highlighted in red.
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Figure 7.17: Hunting Map showing the Gypsum House, based on a 1956 aerial image. The extent of
the current structure is highlighted in red.

Figure 7.18: Aerial image of the Gypsum House in 1959. The extent of the current structure is
highlighted in red.
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A detailed building survey of the house was undertaken by the Origins of Doha Project with
the support of Msheireb Properties. An extensive written, drawn and photographic survey
was conducted, the results of which are summarised below. The Gypsum house gets its
name from the gypsum mouldings stuck to many of its walls, and it is likely the house was
used to manufacture these objects later in its life. The original name of the house is not
however known.

Figure 7.19: Conducting a detailed measured survey of the Gypsum House (IMG_1092).

The Gypsum House is a relatively large traditional colonnaded courtyard house, functional in
appearance, and featuring little in the way of decoration. The house does not represent a
high status building, but rather the home of an average Doha family, possibly linked with the
adjacent farm. The Gypsum House is bounded by a low courtyard wall, which also forms the
back wall of many of the rooms. The external facade of the building is plain, with little
decoration and no windows. The original entrance onto Al Firdowls Street is now blocked
with concrete blocks, and the house can only be accessed through a small door in the
southwest corner of the courtyard. The external wall has been repaired in places and
rectangular holes for air‐conditioning units cut into it.
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Figure 7.20: External facade of the Gypsum House (IMG_1263).

Today the building comprises a large rectangular central courtyard (Courtyard 1), measuring
16.00m by 11.00m, with rooms arranged along the eastern and western sides. To the north
of the main courtyard are two smaller courtyards (Courtyard 2 and Courtyard 3) with a
rectangular building between them. To the south of the main courtyard an extension has
been added, presumably replacing the earlier building that stood there. Some of the eastern
extent of the house has been demolished, including part of the original majlis, presumably
to make space for the modern tower block that now looms over the house.

Figure 7.21: Photograph of the Gypsum House today, taken from an adjacent building (IMG_0949).
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Figure 7.22: Plan of the Gypsum House today.

Building materials
The Gypsum House was modified and remodelled several times throughout its occupation,
and this is reflected in the range of building materials used in its construction. The original
fabric of the earliest phase of the building is entirely ‘traditional’, comprising walls of rough
limestone (or occasionally sandstone), bonded in baked mud and rendered in coarse gypsum
plaster (Figure 7.23 and Figure 7.24). Flat roofs are constructed in the traditional fashion
with danshal beams, palm and reeds, supporting a packed layer of mud (Figure 7.25 ‐ Figure
7.27). Many of the roof timbers are stained black with bitumen, presumably to repel water
and deter insect infestation. Door and window lintels are made of mangrove poles wrapped
in rope and covered with render (Figure 7.28). This traditional construction is used for the
original compound wall, the majlis (Room 10), the western rooms (Rooms 1‐5), the
colonnade, and the northern room (Room 14).
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Figure 7.23: An original wall of the Gypsum House, built of un‐faced limestone and packed mud
(IMG_1289).

Figure 7.24: Traditional limestone construction of the majlis, with a crude repair(IMG_1316) .
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Figure 7.25: Traditional roofing (IMG_9203).

Figure 7.26: Traditional roofing (IMG_1186).
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Figure 7.27: Traditional roofing (IMG_1209).

Figure 7.28: Traditional wooden door lintel over the staircase (IMG_0995.
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Figure 7.29: Plan of the original layout of the Gypsum House, showing the walls built with traditional
materials and construction techniques.

Courtyard areas and colonnade
The main courtyard (Courtyard 1) is paved in parts with concrete slabs, elsewhere it is just
unpaved dirt (Figure 7.30 and Figure 7.31). In its current form the Gypsum House is accessed
via a low narrow doorway at the southern corner of the building. However, the house was
originally accessed from Al Firdowls Street through a large gate in the northeast corner of
the compound. The main courtyard was protected from view from the street by a screening
wall that created a ‘blind’ entrance to the house. Visitors could access majlis directly from
the main gate, without having to enter the courtyard, where as family members presumably
could enter through a second door directly from the courtyard itself. On the eastern side of
the courtyard, a raised concrete basin was a relatively modern addition, but may well have
replaced an older ablution feature in this location (Figure 7.32 and Figure 7.33). The original
function of the smaller courtyards to the north (Courtyard 2 and Courtyard 3) is not clear.
Both courtyards have doorways into the street as well as access to the main courtyard. All
these doorways are now blocked, and it is not clear if the access to the street is original or if
this was a later addition.
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Figure 7.30: Main courtyard (Courtyard 1) of the Gypsum House, looking west (IMG_9209).

Figure 7.31: Main courtyard (Courtyard 1) of the Gypsum House, looking north east (IMG_1133).
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Figure 7.32: Basin in the main courtyard of the Gypsum House (IMG_1006).

Figure 7.33: Basin in the main courtyard of the Gypsum House, looking east (IMG_1143).
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Figure 7.34: Northwest courtyard (Courtyard 2) of the Gypsum House, looking north. Note the lean‐to
roof and gypsum mouldings on the northern compound wall (IMG_1332).

Figure 7.35: Northeast courtyard (Courtyard 3) of the Gypsum House, looking west. Note the lean‐to
roof (IMG_1243).

At the western side of the main courtyard is a partially unfilled colonnade, around which are
ranged several rooms which probably formed the house’s main living, storage and activity
areas. A stairway on the western side of the courtyard accesses the roof. Evidence of a low
screening wall around part of the roof indicates that this served as an extension of the rest
of the house, possibly serving as a work or living space. To the north blocked doorways
would have enabled access to a pair of smaller sub rectangular courtyards, each of which
also give access to the small room between them. The southern side of the courtyard
contained three doors, one was blocked and would originally have accessed a now
demolished earlier phase of the house. The central door accesses a modern addition to the
house and the western door is the current entrance to the house.
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Figure 7.36: Plan of the Gypsum House showing the elevations illustrated.

Figure 7.37: Photo of the north facing elevation at the southern side of the main courtyard
(IMG_1138).
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Figure 7.38: North facing elevation at the southern side of the main courtyard.

Figure 7.39: Photo of part of the east facing elevation at the western side of the main courtyard
(IMG_1031).
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Figure 7.40: Photo of part of the east facing elevation, showing the staircase and with modern
asbestos roofing visible (IMG_0982).

Figure 7.41: East facing elevation at the western side of the main courtyard.

The majlis
A tall building on the eastern side of the courtyard (Room 7) is the majlis, used for
entertaining guests. Built of limestone this represents part of the original house, and could
have been entered from the courtyard or directly from the entranceway. The eastern wall of
the building has been demolished, and the doorways into the courtyard blocked with
modern concrete blocks to keep the compound secure. The northern elevation of the majlis
would originally have been symmetrical, with low barred windows either side of the
doorway and three rectangular air vents along the top of the wall. However, a modern toilet
is now built against the external wall of the majlis and the windows blocked or covered over
(Figure 7.42). The southern wall of the majlis also has a small air vent (Figure 7.43), these
would have allowed the low windows to draw air into the space and created a cooling
breeze. The external symmetry of the building was reflected in the internal decoration,
consisting of symmetrical rectangular niches (Figure 7.44 and Figure 7.45). Again many of
these niches are now blocked in. As well as decoration these niches would have had a
practical function, providing placements for lamps or other items. Below the traditional
ceiling of the majlis fabric had been suspended, creating a type of false ceiling. Below this
there was evidence of a lightweight false ceiling, possibly constructed of plywood, that
covered the majlis area.
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The northwest corner of the majlis had a series of grooves cut or worn into it (Figure 7.46).
These looked like they had been worn into the render by abrasion, possibly by a rope
rubbing against the corner of the building. The cause or function of these grooves was not
clear.

Figure 7.42: North facing elevation of the majlis. Modern toilets visible in the left of the photo, doors
blocked with concrete blocks in order to secure the compound (IMG_1013).

Figure 7.43: West facing elevation of the majlis, the blocked door accessed the courtyard, note the
small rectangular air vent (IMG_1004).
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Figure 7.44: South facing internal elevation of the partially demolished majlis. Note the fabric
suspended below the traditional ceiling (IMG_1276).

Figure 7.45: South facing internal elevation of the partially demolished majlis.The central doorway is
blocked and rendered over, as is the upper right niche. An air‐conditioning unit was placed in the top
of the right window, before it was completely blocked.
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Figure 7.46: Unusual grooves on the corner of the majlis, possible caused by abrasion from ropes?
(IMG_1342).

The western rooms
Two large rectangular rooms in the northwest corner of the house (Rooms 2 and 3) would
have originally been shaded by the colonnade. Each of these rooms had access to very small
spaces in the corner of the house (Rooms 3 and 4), which were probably used for storage
spaces. A third smaller room in the southwest corner of the house (Room 1) had an air vent
opening onto the courtyard (Figure 7.40). A rectangular hole in the southern wall of this
space is a modern alteration, allowing air‐conditioning to be added. The original traditional
roof of this space has been replaced with plywood (Figure 7.47). The number of niches in
these large rooms, as well as their location in the most shaded part of the house, implies
that they were the primary living and sleeping quarters, although their function may have
varied throughout the year.
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Figure 7.47: Niches and repairs to the traditional roofing in the southwest room (Room1) (IMG_1159).

Figure 7.48: Niches and traditional roofing in one of the western rooms (Room 2). The door in the far
wall leads to a small storage space (Room 3) (IMG_1164).
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Figure 7.49: Niches and traditional roofing in the northwest room (Room5). The door in the far wall
leads to a small storage space (Room 4).
Modern additions to the house

Later additions to the building include the addition of the large rectangular room to the
south of the main courtyard (Room 13), possibly replacing the earlier building that stood
here (visible on the Hunting map, Figure 7.17). This addition is constructed of shelly concrete
blocks and is covered with a pitched roof built of machine‐cut soft wood timbers (Figure
7.50). The roof would have originally been covered with corrugated metal or asbestos.

Figure 7.50: Modern addition to the southern side of the courtyard (Room 13), concrete construction
and modern roofing (IMG_1110).
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To the north of the majis, and abutting the northern wall of the building, two modern toilets
were built of concrete rendered with a hard grey concrete mortar (Figure7.51). This
structure utilised part of the original entrance wall in its northern wall. This structure would
probably have been covered with corrugated metal or asbestos, but only the light‐weight
roofing timbers survive.

Figure 7.51: Modern toilets built of concrete blocks (IMG_1319).

The northern section of the colonnade was blocked in using modern concrete blocks to
create an extra room (Figure 7.52). This space was covered with corrugated asbestos,
supported on a concrete cross beam, and round danshal beams that had been reused from
the original ceiling of the colonnade. A concrete slab directly to the south of this more
modern room may have been covered with a more ephemeral roof at some point, similar to
the lean‐to roofs in the smaller northern courtyards.
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Figure 7.52: Modern concrete blocks infilling the northern end of the colonnade to create a room,
note modern corrugated asbestos roofing.

Other modern modifications to the house
A number of other modifications have been made to the Gypsum House. The roof of the
surviving section of colonnade has been replaced with an ad‐hoc combination of plywood
and corrugated asbestos (Figure 7.53). A number of the doors have been blocked, mainly to
make the compound more secure. The original large low windows have been blocked in,
sometimes leaving space to insert an air‐conditioning unit (Figure 7.53). Elsewhere
rectangular holes have been cut through walls to allow air‐conditioning to be added (Figure
7.54). Inside the rooms false ceilings were added to some of the rooms (Figure 7.56, see also
the description of the majlis above), presumably to keep insects and water out as the
traditional roofs started to degrade. Storage spaces were added or modified in some of the
rooms with the addition of new sub‐divisions. (Figure 7.55).

Figure 7.53: East facing elevation with modern asbestos roofing visible and partially blocked window
(IMG_0984).
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Figure 7.54: A hole cut in the wall to allow an air‐conditioning unit to be installed (IMG_1234).

Figure 7.55: Recent alterations to internal storage areas (IMG_1329)
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Figure 7.56: Detail of the false ceiling installed below the traditional roof in Room 14 (IMG_1238).

Gypsum manufacturing in the house
The northwest courtyard (Courtyard 2) was used during the later history of the house for the
manufacture and sale of gypsum plaster mouldings. Evidence of this consists of the presence
of waste materials on the floors, and a number of finished finely moulded architrave
segments fastened to the walls, presumably as a display intended for potential customers
(Figure 7.58 and 7.59). A temporary lean‐to roof covers the courtyard, providing some shade
from the summer sun (Figure 7.34). The north east courtyard (Courtyard 3) contains further
evidence for the manufacture of gypsum plaster in the form of multiple layers of daubed
waste plaster on the walls, and a basin, which may have been used for mixing gypsum. This
area is also covered with a partially collapsed temporary lean‐to roof (Figure 7.35). In the
southwest corner the outer wall of the compound has been daubed with gypsum plaster of
various compositions, colours and consistencies (Figure 7.57). It seems likely that the mixing
of plaster was occurring here, and that the outside wall provided a site for the testing for
various mixes.
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Figure 7.57: Daubs of gypsum plaster on the outside of the compound, near the southern entrance
(IMG_1335).

Figure 7.58: Detail of some of the finished gypsum mouldings on the walls of the House (IMG_1079).
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Figure 7.59: Finished gypsum mouldings on the wall north wall of the northwest courtyard (Courtyard
2), looking north (IMG_1078).
Discussion

The Gypsum House is a typical courtyard house, containing all of the elements familiar to a
traditional Qatari family dwelling. The house has a large main courtyard, and two smaller
courtyards to the north. The Gypsum House was subject to a variety of additions and
modifications throughout its history, including the addition of a large rectangular room on
the outside of the southern courtyard wall, and toilets built of modern concrete blocks. The
original colonnade is partially blocked in to create an additional room and temporary lean‐to
structures were added to the courtyard areas. Overall these modifications suggest that a
relatively large number of people lived in the house later in its life. Recently the house was
used as a workshop for the production and sale of gypsum plaster mouldings, some
examples of which can be found on display. The craftsmen producing these objects may well
have also lived in the house. The house is currently abandoned, in a poor state of disrepair,
and threatened with demolition. Modern construction activity to the east of the Gypsum
house has resulted in the partial demolition the southeast corner, exposing internal spaces
as well as wall and roof cores to the elements.
The house and its inhabitants were not confined by the density of construction characteristic
of districts such as Al Ghanem and Najada. An ample courtyard and a screened roof
supplemented large rooms, providing a spacious living area and the capacity for horizontal
and vertical migration as climate demanded. The house lacks the elaborate decorative
plasterwork and high ceilings typical of higher status houses such as the Radwani House.
Later in its life the Gypsum House was used as a site for the manufacture of gypsum plaster.
The alterations made to the building suggest its later inhabitants had to endure
considerably more crowded and cramped living conditions. The house is currently derelict
and in danger of collapse unless work is undertaken to stabilise and preserve the fabric of
the building.
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Figure 7.60: Sketch up reconstruction of the Gypsum House in c. 1959.

Figure 7.61: Sketch up reconstruction of the Gypsum House today.
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Ismail Mandani House (NA14)
Located at 7 Sikkat al Ihsan, the Ismail Mandani House is a well preserved example of a high
status house with an impressive two storey decorative arcade. The building is centred on
Qatar National Grid co‐ordinates 231950E 392370N. Jaidah and Bourennane (2010: 154)
suggest the Ismail Mandani House may have been built as early as 1925. Although of poor
resolution, aerial photographs of the property suggest that the two storey colonnade was
added between 1952 and 1953 (Figure 7.62 and Figure 7.63). The precise history of the
house requires clarification, although it seems likely that it was constructed in more than
one phase.

Figure 7.62: Aerial photograph of the Ismail Mandani House in 1952, the two storey arcade does not
appear to have been built yet on the southern side of the courtyard.
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Figure 7.63: Aerial photograph of the Ismail Mandani House in 1953, the two storey arcade is clearly
visible as a dark rectangular building on the southern side of the courtyard.

Although a detailed record of the building exists, (Jaidah and Bourennane 2010: 154) we are
able to offer some further observations on its architecture, modifications over time, and
present day inhabitants. As the building is currently occupied it was not possible to access all
rooms, however a photographic record of the main architectural elements was made, along
with sketches and notes on the current state of repair of the building.
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Figure 7.64: Reconstructed plan of the ground floor of the Ismail Mandani House (after Jaidah and
Bourennane 2010: 155).

Figure 7.65: Ismail Mandani House seen from a distance, looking southwest (IMG_2537).
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Figure 7.66: Reconstruction of the Ismail Mandani House in the late 1950s (Jaidah and Bourennane
2010: 155)

The external facade of the Ismail Mandani House is largely undecorated, and has no
windows, although the exterior of the upper floor of the second storey colonnade is
decorated with recessed arched niches (Figure 7.67). The house is accesses from Sikkat al
Ihsan, and a decorated metal doorway (Figure 7.68) leads into a covered entranceway. This
entrance leads directly into the courtyard, with no screening wall present. It is possible that
the house originally had another entrance (see Figure 7.66 for example), however no
evidence of this was seen during our survey.

Figure 7.67: External facade of Ismail Mandani House, looking northwest (IMG_1577).
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Figure 7.68: The front entrance to The Ismail Mandani House from Sikkat al Ihsan (IMG_2891).

Most of the house is built in a traditional manner, with mud‐packed limestone walls and flat
danshal beam roofs (Figure 7.96). Thick, brown render is used to cover much of the house,
often with moulded decoration. Many more recent additions and alterations have been
made to the house using modern materials, which are discussed below.
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Figure 7.69: Traditional stone construction (IMG_1641).

The most striking feature of the Ismail Mandani House is the impressive two storey
colonnade that adorns the northern face of the large rectangular building on the southern
side of the courtyard. This is currently a two storey building, with most of the southern side
open to the courtyard. It is worth noting that Jaidah and Bourennane (2010: 156)
reconstructed this feature as a very high single storey open arcade in the original building
layout. The two storey colonnade, and the decoration of the Ismail Mandani House have
clear parallels with the Faraj Hashim Al Ansari House, which was also visited during the
building survey. Jaidah and Bourennane (2010: 118) date the Al Ansari House house to 1935,
however as it clearly consists of several construction phases it is possible that the two storey
arcade is of a slightly later date.

Figure 7.70: South facing elevation of the two storey colonnade in the Ismail Mandani House.
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Figure 7.71: The two storey arcade and modern alterations (IMG_2834).

Figure 7.72: The two storey arcade and modern alterations (IMG_2836).
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Figure 7.73: Upper storey of the arcade (IMG_1598).

Figure 7.74: Detail of the decorated arches of the colonnade (IMG_1643).
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Figure 7.75: Internal decoration in the upper storey of the arcade (IMG_1660).

Figure 7.76: Internal decoration in the upper storey of the arcade and traditional roof (IMG_2827).

The upper floor of the Ismail Mandani House consists of an open area surrounded by a
ventilated roof screen (Figure 7.77 ‐ Figure 7.80). A single rectangular building in the
southeast corner of the roof probably was originally used as a majlis Figure 7.81).
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Figure 7.77: The upper floor with ventilated roof screen (IMG_2826).

Figure 7.78: The two storey arcade, note the modern roofing covering the eastern side of the
courtyard in the foreground (IMG_1657).
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Figure 7.79: Ventilated roof screen(IMG_1649).

Figure 7.80: Ventilated roof screen seen vertically(IMG_1650).
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Figure 7.81: External decoration on the upper storey majlis(IMG_1661).

The house is currently occupied by 17 Pakistani men, who have been living in there for six
years, prior to which the building was empty and used for storage. They believed the house
had been built by an "Iranian Qatari", whose two sons had lived in separate houses adjacent
to or opposite the house. Some of the men have lived in Qatar for a considerable period of
time, the longest having been living in the country for over 30 years. Others had arrived
more recently, including as a cousin of one of the inhabitants who was visiting from Saudi on
a six month visa, and applying for a permanent work permit. As well as the large number of
people living in the house, several businesses operate out of the property. One business
buys and sells electrical components, while a small workshop sews majlis furniture for sale in
the furniture Souq on Barahat Al Jufain Street.
A variety of alterations and additions have been made to the house in order to
accommodate its current occupants. The eastern side of the courtyard has been covered
with a metal roofed lean to in order to create a kitchen space and dining area (Figure 7.82
and Figure 7.83).
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Figure 7.82: Lean‐to kitchen addition to the eastern side of the courtyard(IMG_2824).

Figure 7.83: Kitchen area under a metal roofed lean‐to in eastern side of the courtyard (IMG_1640).

At the western side of the courtyard a row of three toilets has been added (Figure 7.84). To
the west of these a large room has been added, which is used as a majlis. All these
structures are built of modern concrete with gently pitched metal roofs.
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Figure 7.84: Toilet block added to the western side of the courtyard, at least 17 people now occupy
the house (IMG_2821).

The original air vents are visible in places, but have been replaced by air‐conditioning units
placed in holes cut through the wall or in partially blocked windows. Other modern additions
include electrical wiring and a satellite dish on the roof (Figure 7.85).

Figure 7.85: The northern side of the courtyard with numerous alterations to a traditional building,
note the square cut roof timbers (IMG_2820).
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Figure 7.86: some of the current occupants of the house and the survey team in the courtyard
(IMG_1638).
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20 Ghanem al Qadeem (GH61)
Located in the heart of the traditional Al Ghanem district 20 Al Ghanem Al Qadeem is a small
traditional house representing a typical example of mid 20th Century Qatari domestic
architecture. The building is centred on Qatar National Grid co‐ordinates 232510E 392500N.
The house was constructed sometime between 1952 and 1959, with aerial photographs of
the area revealing the site to be largely undeveloped as late as 1947. The house has
undergone a number of modifications over the course of its occupation. The exterior of the
building was first recorded as part of a building survey of Old Al Ghanem in 2013 (Roberts
and Campbell 2013), and assigned buildings code GH61.The plot was more systematically
recorded this season, by which time it had been abandoned and left in a state of disrepair
and partial collapse. The house was subject to a brief measured and photographed survey
comprising all architectural features, building materials and techniques, although issues of
access restricted the extent of the record in some of the rooms. The property was being
used to dump rubbish as well as being used as a toilet, and the potentially hazardous nature
of the site limited the extent of the survey

Figure 7.87: Location of the site in 1947, prior to its development.
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Figure 7.88: The site (highlighted in red) in 1952, enclosed by a larger compound wall but still
undeveloped.

Figure 7.89: The site (highlighted in red) in 1959, part of a larger compound, but the eastern majlis
has been built.
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Figure 7.90:The site (highlighted in red) today. The western side of the compound has been rebuilt
and a modern white aluminium roof is visible on the northern side.

The earliest aerial images of the area show the site to be undeveloped in 1947, although
there may be a north‐south wall representing a property boundary crossing the site (Figure
7.87). By 1952 a more formal compound wall surrounds the property, although it extends to
the north beyond the current extent of the house (Figure 7.88). In the 1950s the Old
Ghanem area was being developed as Doha increased in size, and the neighbouring plots are
also being built on. By 1959 a compound has been established, which is about twice the size
of the current house (Figure 7.89). A building in the southeast corner of the compound is
probably the majlis in the current house. Between 1959 and the present day the larger
compound was sub‐divided into two houses. The building in the southwest corner of the
1959 compound has been demolished and replaced with a new building and colonnade.
Another metal‐roofed building has been added, and parts of the courtyard covered over
(Figure 7.90 and Figure 7.91).
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Figure 7.91: Building GH61 (circled in red) seen from above, looking to the south (IMG_2567).

The building in its current form is a modest, rectangular courtyard house accessed via a
single entrance from Al Ghanem Al Qadeem on its short axis to the east, and bounded by
other similar houses on three sides. The compound of GH61 is rectangular in plan and
measures c 10.00m by 17.00m, with the courtyard measuring c.5.00m by 11.00m. A short,
narrow, undecorated entranceway faces a screening wall, shielding the courtyard from the
street. A majlis is accessed directly from the entranceway with the only window being onto
the street, forming an entirely discrete space screened from the private living quarters of the
rest of the house. Attached to the majlis is a hamam which together form the only
remaining, although heavily modified original stone fabric of the building. Further rooms are
ranged around the courtyard, with living quarters built of transitional style shell blocks along
the back wall. A colonnade separates these from a large, rectangular room built onto the
north wall. A temporary, timber lean‐to forms a cover to a basin along the south wall of the
courtyard (Figure 7.92). A modern wooden lean‐to has been built over part of the
entranceway, and several tables or workbenches have also been added (Figure 7.94 and
Figure 7.95).
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Figure 7.92: Plan of the current layout of building GH61.
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The external facade of the house is plain and reflects the general state of disrepair of the
property, with large cracks suggestive of structural instability (Figure 7.93). A small
rectangular vent high in the wall has been blocked in, but would originally have been an air
vent. A large, low rectangular window in the middle of the facade has been partially blocked
to allow the insertion of an air‐conditioning unit. Originally, it appears that this window
would have had metal bars and wooden shutters, still visible in the lower half of the
blocking. A rectangular hole cut in the wall may have housed a second air‐conditioning unit.
An electricity meter has also been inserted into the northern end of the outside wall. The
house is accessed through a metal double door featuring a simple quatrefoil design.

Figure 7.93: External facade of house GH61 viewed from Al Ghanem Al Qadeem (IMG_2558).

Figure 7.94: Modern lean‐to built over the entranceway and incorporating the screening
wall(IMG_2546).
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Figure 7.95: One of three roughly built tables or workbenches in the entranceway (IMG_2556).

The two rooms at the north east of the property, a majlis and a hamam, are the oldest parts
of the house and may have been built in the late 1950s. This part of the house is constructed
of un‐faced limestone and packed mud. The walls are covered with in a thick light yellow
render and finished with a thinner hard brown render, typical of traditional buildings. (Figure
7.96). The roof of these rooms consists of danshal beams, bamboo, matting and packed
mud. A second hamam in the southeast corner is built of modern concrete blocks and is a
much later addition to the house. This probably reflects the overcrowded nature of the
house over the last few decades, when it would have been inhabited by a large number of
migrant workers.

Figure 7.96: Detail of building materials, un‐faced limestone wall covered several layers of render. The
blue painted softwood doorframe is a later addition(IMG_2555).
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The majlis is accessed directly from the entranceway, without having to enter the main
courtyard, and is the only room that would have had a window opening onto the street.
Directly to the south of the majlis a hamam was accessed from the main courtyard. Small,
rectangular vents in both majlis and hamam, similar to the one opening onto the street,
would have promoted air flow and helped create a cooling breeze. On either side of the door
to the hamam are low basins (Figure 7.97). A third similar basin, possibly a later addition,
was located on the southern side of the courtyard.

Figure 7.97: Majlis at the eastern side of the courtyard with traditional air vents (IMG_2552).

At the western side of the courtyard two large rooms, measuring 3.35m wide and 4.5m wide
are fronted by a colonnaded veranda. These rooms are built of transitional materials; the
walls are of shelly concrete blocks, the roof, although traditional is supported on square cut
softwood beams (Figure 7.100 and Figure 7.101) and the pillars of the colonnade are
concrete. This addition to the building copies more traditional styles, but utilises new
building material, and likely dates to the 1960s.
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Figure 7.98: The abandoned courtyard, now used as a rubbish dump(IMG_2543).

Figure 7.99: 'Transitional' roofing over the colonnaded veranda and modern roofing over a building at
the north side of the courtyard(IMG_2548).
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Figure 7.100: 'Transitional' roofing over the colonnaded veranda, supported by plain concrete pillars
(IMG_2550).

Figure 7.101: Rooms at the western end of the courtyard utilised 'transitional' construction
techniques, including shelly concrete blocks and square cut roof timbers (IMG_2726).
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A relatively large room, measuring 6.00m by 4.50m, situated along the northern side of the
compound is constructed entirely of modern materials, including concrete blocks and
corrugated aluminium roofing. This is one of the more recent additions to the property, and
was probably built in the 1990s or later.

Figure 7.102: This room is a modern addition on the northern side of the courtyard, built of concrete
block and roofed with corrugated aluminium (IMG_2722).

Although modest, this house encapsulates the architectural and social evolution of mid to
late 20th Century Doha. The range of materials and methods employed in its construction
span the traditional stone and danshal techniques probably employed in Qatar since at least
as early as the mid Eighteenth Century, through to the adoption of imported and industrially
processed transitional materials, and the subsequent integration of modern concrete. The
building is a traditional courtyard house, probably a family dwelling, embodying the
traditional Qatari values of privacy, modesty and family. It also represents part of the early
urban expansion of Doha, situated along an important early thoroughfare. More recently,
evidence from within the house suggests that it was inhabited by migrant workers,
presumably following the movement of its original inhabitants away from the city centre.
Eventually abandoned and left to decline, the house is now at risk of collapse. The rapid
pace of development in this part of Doha places this and other similar traditional houses at
additional risk of demolition, meaning that this fundamental chapter in Qatar’s history may
soon be irrevocably lost.
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PlotNA01
Building plot NA01 is sub‐rectangular in plan and consists of four separate small domestic
units centred on Qatar National Grid co‐ordinates 232030E 392360N. The building was
constructed sometime between 1956 and 1959. The Hunting Survey map (based on 1956
aerial images) shows two possible earlier compounds on the site (Figure 7.103). An aerial
image taken in 1959 shows the earlier compounds have been demolished and the four
separate units visible today built (Figure 7.104). Between 1959 and the present day the
courtyard house to the east was partially demolished, and several of the western rooms of
the building were incorporated into NA01. This demolition may have occurred in order to
make space for the redevelopment of Bank Street in the 1990s.

Figure 7.103: Detail of Hunting survey map showingNA01 (highlighted in red).
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Figure 7.104: Aerial image of NA01 (highlighted in red) in 1959.

Figure 7.105: Aerial image of NA01 (highlighted in red) today.

The four domestic units that make up NA01 appear to represent separate family units; all
are private from one another and accessed only from the street. They are compact in size,
and vary in shape, but measure on average only about 10m across. Each unit contains a
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small open courtyard area, comprising on average four small rooms. There is no decoration
visible in the houses, and there are no niches in the walls. The houses are squeezed in to
make use of limited space, and as such the symmetry characteristic of many traditional
houses is not evident; courtyards are elongated and dog‐legged in order to fit the
surrounding houses in (Figure 7.107).

Figure 7.106: West facing facade of NA01 (IMG_1491).

The four houses contained in NA01 were originally accessed via a north‐south alleyway,
which ran along the western side of the building. The two western houses had doors
opening directly onto this alleyway. The eastern houses appear to have been accessed via a
small private alleyway running alongside the southern side of the building (Figure 7.104).
The buildings to the south of NA01 were demolished prior to 2003, and the traditional
courtyard house to the north was demolished in 2010.
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Figure 7.107: Plan of the current layout of NA01.

Plot NA01 has been abandoned and is in a very poor state of disrepair. The doors and many
of the fixtures have been removed and the building is not secure. As a result it is being used
to dump rubbish and as a toilet, with parts of the building so full of rubbish that they are
inaccessible (Figure 7.108 and Figure 7.109). The unsanitary nature of the building meant
that it was too unsafe, not to mention unpleasant, to conduct a detailed survey of all the
rooms of the house. Therefore the recording of the internal spaces was limited to sketches,
notes and photos made from the more accessible and less contaminated areas of the
building.
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Figure 7.108: Courtyard of one of the units in NA01 (IMG_1501).

Figure 7.109: Courtyard of one of the units in NA01 (IMG_1515).

NA01 is a single storey high and built of shelly concrete blocks bonded by a hard concrete
mortar. The walls are built on low foundation footings of un‐faced limestone, possibly
representing the demolished walls of earlier buildings (Figure 7.110). The walls were
rendered with a rough cement mortar, and the external walls were undecorated.
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Figure 7.110: Detail of shell concrete block construction on stone foundations (IMG_2733).

The doorframes are of low quality and constructed of softwood, and there are few external
windows. Two large rectangular windows with metal bars on the southern side of the
building would have overlooked the private alleyway (Figure 7.111). Two similar windows
that opened onto the main thoroughfare to the west have been blocked and crudely
plastered over (Figure 7.106). The tops of windows and doorframes are supported with rope
wrapped mangrove poles in the traditional manner (Figure 7.112).
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Figure 7.111: Detail of window frame and bars (IMG_2737).

Figure 7.112: Detail of door mantel constructed of rope wrapped mangrove poles (IMG_2738).
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The buildings are roofed in a traditional style with woven matting supporting a packed mud
roof. Many of the rooms are roofed using traditional mangrove danshal beams, probably
salvaged from the earlier buildings on the site (Figure 7.113). Several rooms utilised square
cut softwood beams instead (Figure 7.114), it is unclear if these represent slightly later
additions or merely indicate a variety of timber was used in the construction.

Figure 7.113: Traditional roofing in NA01 (IMG_1618).

Figure 7.114: Square cut roofing timbers in NA01 (IMG_1622).

The building has undergone a number of alterations. A rectangular hole at the top of a
blocked window in the western wall would have accommodated an air‐conditioning unit.
One of the external windows on the southern side of the building is partially blocked for a
similar reason. The northeast house was extended into part of the adjoining building, and
here modern concrete blocks were used to block doorways and sub‐divide spaces.
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Figure 7.115:East facing facade of NA1, showing part of an earlier building that has been incorporated
into the newer structure (IMG_1497).

NA01 represents a transitional period compound of dwellings, constructed as a response to
the increasing population of Doha during the late 1950s. The building reflects the flexibility
of Qatari domestic architecture to respond to limitations of space and form, comprising
elements of the traditional courtyard house modified and re‐shaped to accommodate
several houses into an irregularly shaped plot. In terms of materials and construction, NA01
utilises both traditional and transitional type techniques, probably making use of recycled
timber and other materials from earlier buildings. At present, the building is at extremely
high risk of demolition and collapse, having been abandoned, and being situated on the
edge of a car‐park near Al Aasim Street.
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8. Discussion
A range of traditional Qatari houses were recorded in this survey, from larger high status
such as the Radwani House and Ismail Mandani House, to more humble dwellings such as
the Gypsum House or 20 Ghanem al Qadeem. However, these buildings share many
common features. The courtyard formed the centre of the house, from which most of the
rooms opened. The courtyard represents a key circulation area within the home; a place
where family members met and day‐to‐day tasks were undertaken. Shaded verandas are
common features in homes of all size and status, and provided shade to the living and
sleeping quarters. Rooms were typically multi‐functional, with inhabitants moving around
the house throughout the year in order to exploit shade and breeze as climate demanded.
The majlis formed a core component of the traditional courtyard house, with the greatest
architectural elaboration, decoration, and expensive materials such as stained glass usually
reserved for this part of the home. This reflects the importance and prestige attached to
hospitality in the Arab world, and also the fact that this was the only portion of the home
usually accessible to non‐family members. Access to the courtyard and inner rooms of
houses from the majlis was often restricted, sometimes with the only majlis doors and
windows opening either onto the street, or an entranceway separated from the rest of the
house by a screening wall. This embodies one of the core characteristics of Qatari domestic
architecture, the emphasis on privacy.
A second defining characteristic of Qatari architecture is its response to climate. Keeping
houses cool was essential to making them habitable in the summer and a range of
architectural techniques was employed in order to maximise shade and ventilation. Thick
walls provided insulation, while colonnaded verandas created shade and air vents of various
forms created and channelled breeze through buildings in order to cool the inside of the
structure. While the extent and elaboration of these features may vary, adaptations aimed
at mitigating the extreme summer temperatures experienced in Doha are common to all of
the city’s traditional domestic buildings. Adaptations for modern cooling solutions such as
electrical air‐conditioning units also represent by far the most common modifications to
traditional houses.
The houses in Doha were usually of only one storey, although roofs commonly served as an
extension of the courtyards, and were often screened from view by a low wall. Roof spaces
would also have been used to sleep on in the hot summer months. Two‐storey houses such
as the Ismail Mandani House indicated a high degree of wealth, and often featured much
more decoration than their more modest single‐storey counterparts. Although the level of
decoration varied common themes and motifs occurred which are often based on
geometrical patterns, recessed niches, crenulations and saw‐tooth decorations.
In a detailed study of the historic architecture in Muharraq on Bahrain, John Yarwood (2006)
identifies four chronological eras of construction defined by building styles. The periods are:
Early Period(before 1850); Transitional Period (1850‐1890); Middle Period (1890‐1930); and
Late Period (after 1930). Yarwood highlights the difficulty in dating the construction of some
of the buildings in Muharraq, and the direct relevance of his categories to Qatar requires
further study. Documentary sources, and in the case of the Radwani House archaeological
evidence, strongly suggest the historic buildings recorded in this survey are all of mid‐20th
century date. Some of the buildings may however have elements dating from earlier in the
century. Jaidahand and Bourennane's (2010) extensive study of Qatari architecture illustrate
a number of surviving examples of comparable domestic buildings that date from the second
quarter of the 20th century. This style of house would have been utilised in Doha from its
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first occupation in the early 19th century, and comparable archaeological examples of 18th
century date are known from archaeological excavations at Zubarah.
Doha expanded very rapidly in the 1950s, as oil exports became a major source of wealth.
However, the Gypsum House, which is built at this time, clearly indicates that traditional
construction methods and materials were still being used. It appears that it was not until the
late 1950s that 'transitional' building materials such as shelly concrete blocks were
introduced. Along with new materials new forms of architecture begin to slowly appear. The
layout of the four houses at NA01 is intriguing, and invites further examination of similar
structures. Do these smaller more utilitarian houses result from increased population, or do
they also indicate a decrease in wealth and status at least among a section of the
population? Could the appearance of new forms of domestic buildings be associated with
the settlement of previously nomadic Bedouin populations or an increase in immigration to
the capital?
Although the later structures did not form part of this historic building survey, our
observations suggest that it is not until the 1970s that traditional building styles begin to
disappear entirely. The Qatar National Cement Company (QNCC) was established in 1965 as
a Public Shareholding company, and prior to its establishment all cement in Qatar was
imported. Courtyard houses built of concrete initially copy older decorative motifs, but these
are quickly replaced by a new style of 'Doha deco' buildings. Poured concrete construction
allows for taller building; two or three story structures become the norm; precursors of
Doha's current high‐rise skyline.
Until the mid 20th century most houses in Doha had at least one well inside them that
supplied water for washing clothes, cleaning, ablution and irrigating plants. As piped water
was introduced to the city in the second half of the 20th century the wells fell out of use and
were in‐filled or turned into soakaways for foul water. As a result the wells are now often
underneath floors or concrete courtyards, and can seldom be seen in houses today.
However, excavations at the Radwani House revealed several wells surrounded by sub‐
rectangular plinths that had been repeatedly re‐plastered and repaired. Along with piped
water, the introduction of electricity dramatically changed people’s lifestyles. Electric lights
replaced traditional lighting, tannurs and open fires disappeared in the city, and more
significantly air‐conditioning replaced older methods of cooling houses.
As the wealth from Qatar's oil and gas reserves dramatically changed life, so too it
transformed where Qataris wanted to live and the type of houses they lived in. Ever
increasing oil and gas revenues combined with rapid development and expansion in Doha,
resulted in the arrival of large numbers of migrant workers from Asia, Africa, Western
Europe, and beyond. Qatari families began to move out of older traditional buildings in
favour of modern compounds on the outskirts of the city, and the new migrant labour force
occupied many of the now less desirable traditional buildings in the centre of Doha. The new
inhabitants often enacted a range of alterations to the buildings, transforming them to suit
their own needs. The new inhabitants often covered over or sub‐divided courtyards in order
to create a number of smaller dwellings, they added second stories constructed of modern
concrete blocks to the main structures, added walls and rooms and cut openings for air
conditioning units into the walls.
Traditional stone built houses have a limited lifespan, often of only 50 or so years, and many
of the traditional houses in Doha are badly deteriorated. They are undesirable, unsuited to
modern living, and have been neglected for decades. A desire for Doha to modernise has
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resulted in large‐scale "urban regeneration", currently manifested as the demolition of older
buildings to make way for new high‐rise mixed‐use developments. The few surviving tightly
packed neighbourhoods of traditional houses are disappearing rapidly as buildings are
demolished and the space left as waste ground or turned into car parks.
The traditional domestic architecture of Qatar represents not just a style of building, but also
embodies the identity of the people who inhabited it, and the values of the society that
created it. Qatari architecture reflects the specific social and cultural character of a society
developing from both the maritime merchants of the Gulf and the Bedouin of the interior.
Traditional domestic architecture is therefore a key foundation of Qatari identity, and one
which shaped social interactions from the domestic to the urban scale.

9. Recommendations
The recent economic success of Qatar has led to the rapid, and at times unchecked, growth
of Doha. The historic layout and traditional appearance of the city is rapidly disappearing,
and along with it much of Doha's built heritage. It is apparent to the authors that steps must
be taken with some urgency to ensure that important aspects of Doha's history are not lost
forever. The Qatar Museums Authority is already undertaking an important first step in this
process; through the "Mapping Old Doha Project" it is quantifying the built heritage in the
centre of the city in order to allow informed preservation measures to be undertaken.
The type of detailed building survey described in this report should be continued in order to
ensure a range of buildings, including the most humble of traditional houses, are "preserved
by record". By continuing this type of fieldwork it should be possible to address a number of
key questions about the development of Doha.
Where renovation and restoration work is undertaken, the authors suggest that a
comprehensive buildings survey should form part of an initial assessment. This should be
conducted prior to any demolition or structural alterations to the existing fabric of the
building, as modern alterations often mask original architectural elements which unchecked
renovation may threaten. Thorough survey work may also inform the type of renovation to
be undertaken, ensuring that the materials and layout are sensitive to the original form and
fabric of the building.
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10. Glossary
Badgheer – a form of construction which permitted air to be channelled into buildings for
the purpose of ventilating the internal, enclosed spaces.
Barasti hut – Lightweight temporary structure built of palm fonds.
Date palm fronds – Feather like leaves / branches of the date palm (Phoenix dactylifera).
Danshal beams – Mangrove roofing timbers
Faraush – Beach rock, similar to coral, often used in traditional coastal buildings
Finished stone – building stone with one or more mechanically dressed surface
Gypsum mortar – A soft mixture of gypsum, water, and often sand that hardens as it dries
Hamam – a toilet or washing area
Hoosh – Courtyard
Juss – Plaster made with crushed beach rock, lime or gypsum
Majlis – Male area to greet and entertain visitors to a house
Libben – Unbaked mud bricks made from a combination of mud and straw binder
Liwan ‐ Long narrow‐fronted hall or colonnaded veranda found in traditional Qatari houses
Mirzam –a projecting roof water‐spout, usually made from timber
Rawdha – fertile desert soil
Sathi – Roof terrace
Sikka – a narrow alleyway
Tannur– a traditional clay‐lined oven
Trabeated – Having horizontal beams or lintels, as opposed to arches
Venturi effect – Law of physics that states a fluid's velocity must increase as it passes
through a constriction, while its pressure must decrease
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